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Our java interfaced management system allows you to control your net,
independently from the devices amount.

WISPLAB Software,
the ideal solution
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A management platform thought for
ISP/WISP and Phone Operators
Developed by WirLab, WispLab is a
carrier software, the best solution for
telecoms operators and ITC.
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Who is WispLab software for?
WispLab, developed by WirLab, is the ideal solution for all the
telecom operators and ITC services. Thanks to the platform
centralized management system and its flexibility, it allows
the operators to give clients a customized invoicing and
management service, according to the many different uses.
WispLab, specific for the ISP/WISP sector and telecoms operator

This software includes four main modules:
- management of personal data
- radius management
- admistrative management
- technical management

WispLab, a Software for a comprehensive management.
Intended to guarantee a flexible distribution, it implements the tariff management
and IP services invoices (voice, video, data, contents), independently for the delivery
means (wireless, DSL, satellite). WispLab not only provides VoIP and provisioning
invoice, but can manage any service requiring both invoicing and procurement,
such as web hosting, digital goods or ad-hoc/time invoicing.

ISP

Comprehensive telephony management, billing & management.
Our java interfaced management system allows you to control your net, independently
from the devices amount on the net itself. Many different nets can be invoiced and led
to where all the data gather by a central software. Different user and suppliers levels
can be managed and monitored.

Radius Billing Management Platform

Radius Billing Management Platform WispLab
Our java interfaced management system allows you to control your net,
independently from the devices amount on the net itself.
Our entirely Italian software has been projected with two main objectives:
100% reliability for invoicing and total integration into all wireless systems.
We developed one of most complete offers in the entire sector.
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A platform for a comprehensive telephony management, billing & management.
Our java interfaced management system allows you to control your net,
independently from the devices amount on the net itself.

Features and Functions

Contract Administration

information and account executive has never been so easy,
thanks to contract administration, more premises and contracts
for every single customer can be handled.
No more searching working sheets, e mails, database: everything
you need is filed in one place and accessible from everywhere.
You can keep under control real-time data traffic, credit report
and customers’ technical input history.

Comprehensive telephony management, billing & management
Our java interfaced management system allows you to control your net,
independently from the devices amount on the net itself.

Solution for an easy, single, java interface.
Worldwide retailers’ management and service provider.
Our software has been projected with two main objectives:
absolute precision, 100% reliability for invoicing and radius management.
WirLab developed and supports one of the most advanced offers in the
sector of WISP&ISP, for a complete management of invoicing services,
advanced telephony, network operations centre and real-time monitoring.
Moreover, through the web area, it’s possible to see your active calling from
our web site, one of the several real-time tools for your net control.
» VoIP Provisioning
» Radius Management (burst, minimum broadband secured, countless profiles)
» Pre-paid and post-paid invoicing
» SMS and e-mail communications
» Pdf postal order creation for e-mail sending
» Web area meant to retailers and customers
» One-off and recurring retailers’ fees
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A platform for a comprehensive telephony management, billing & management.
Our java interfaced management system allows you to control your net,
independently from the devices amount on the net itself.

Features and Functions

Personal data, services and prices management

Wisplab is a VoIP invoicing and provisioning implementation software
for connection and VoIP providers, it’ll expand as much as you desire,
no matter how small your company is or how big it’ll become.
WispLab supports both pre-paid and post-paid invoicing
WispLab is an entire Italian, redundant and scalable solution.
Our platform will allow you to manage advanced features and to keep
high availability, without using complex and off-putting network related
programmes and configuration codes.
WispLab is not only thought for connection services invoicing and VoIP,
but also manages every service requiring both invoicing and procurement,
such as web hosting, digital goods, ad-hoc/time invoicing.

WispLab is made of four main components:
personal data management, radius management,
technical and administrative management.
» native interface with free radius2 server, PPPOE, SYSLOG
» recurring invoicing (automatic calculation and invoice release) individual
and aggregated invoices release, cross invoicing when gathers different
steps (single delivery charges calculation)
» defaulting customer management (defaulting customers extraction in
cvs format, defaulting customers disabling from radius server, automatic
sms submission in case of non-paid invoice).
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Choose the most suitable software version according to your needs.
Total management, redundancy and scalability. No matter how small your company is or how big it’ll become.

WISPLAB BASIC

WISPLAB FULL

€ 75.00 month

€ 49.00 month

WEB AREA

€ 10.00 month

installing and activating

installing and activating

installing and activating

€ 499.00

€ 499.00

INCLUDED

Software Basic Version Unlimited Users

Software Basic Version Unlimited Users
All the add-on pack included

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Do you want to customize WispLab?
Contact us and tell what you need, we’ll provide you an estimate.
Our staff will help and recommend you for best.

+39 081 192.86.716

Some of our fantastic business partner

We select partners and prestigious brand to ensure our performance and reliability to our customers.
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WispLab – Radius Billing Management platform

A powerful management platform thought for ISP/WISP and Telephone Operators.
WWispLab, developed by WirLab is a carrier software, the ideal solution for the entire telecom sector and
ITC services operators. Thanks to the centralized platform management and its flexibility, it allows all the operators
to provide invoicing services and customer management, according to the several different applications.

Product Characteristics

WispLab Basic

WispLab Full

WispLab Cloud

Unlimited price list management, pre and post-paid.
Included minutes management form (post-paid)
Radius management (Burst, minimum broadband secured, countless profiles)
Invoicing emission and/or communications via E-Mail or SMS
Recurring invoicing (automatic calculation and invoice release) or individual
Pro-forma invoice and credit note
Automatic fee, instalment and activation calculation
Automatic recurring discount calculation
Invoicing notes service
Invoice note form for late payment
Default interest for late payment
SEPA file generator for bank sending
XML invoice emission for public institutions
Customer maintenance management (extra expense or one-off assistance)
Customers’ intranet area to implement on own website, with these functions:
invoices display, on line invoice payment via paypal, numbering and price list
display, outgoing calls list.
CDR files import from every operator
Defaulting customers management (defaulting customers extraction in cvs format,
defaulting customers disabling from radius server, automatic sms submission in case of non-paid invoice).
Partner and retailer sales commission management, one-off or recurrent
Cloud WispLab data base service inside our data centre
Intranet area Hosting service inside our data centre
Radius service inside our data centre

Choose the most suitable software version according to your needs.

Total Management, Redundancy and Scalability.
No matter how small your company is or how big it’ll become.
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Contacts
Wirlab Srl
Via Passanti Traversa Davide Sequino, 10
84018 Scafati (Sa)
Tel: +39 081 192 86 716
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